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adjacent to each other. This Patent contains apt words granting
and confirming to him and to his heirs the said Tracts of land,
therein represented to have been previously granted and now de
scribed by exterior bounds, referring to'natural objects, which bounds
included the present Manor. In point of fact the lands embraced
in the two first Patents lay from eighteen to twenty miles apart
from each other, and the intermediate lands constitute the principal
part of the present Manor, amounting to some	acres,
whilst the tracts contained in the original Patents amount to between three and four thousand. That this representation was the act of the applicant for the Patent and that it was grossly untrue are undeniable facts. They have never been controverted because they could not be denied, and there is not the slightest doubt that if the Government at ° Home had become apprised of the glaring falsity upon which the Patent of Confirmation was granted, and had, within a proper time, instituted proceedings to vacate it, the Patent would have been declared void. Why it was not done, and why this indirect course was originally pursued by Mr. Livingston, and why he did not afterwards apply for and obtain an original Patent not referring to and wholly independent of those which were tainted with the fraud, are questions which will probably never be solved. The regulations in force in regard to the quantity for which grants to individuals were authorized when the first Patents were granted, the footing on which he stood with the Government at the different periods when they were issued, and a natural repugnance to an acknowledgment of the original Error may each have had their influence in controlling his course, and there may have been inducements of which we have no knowledge or suspicion. But instead of adopting the course I have referred to, Mr. Livingston made it the, business of his life, as it has been that of his heirs, to uphold the tainted title by a succession of acts on the part of the Crown, by its Colonial Government, and on the part of the State Authority after the Revolution, to strengthen the Patent of Confirmation, and his claim under it.
The fact of the misrepresentation and the fraud involved in it was open to the tenants, and the ground readily taken that no after acts, bottomed on that original fraud could render the title valid. This state of things gave rise to periodical agitations and repeated outbreakings among the tenants from abont the year 1760 to the present time; one or more arose before I was born, one whilst I was a student at law, one whilst I was at the Bar, and one after 1 left it. When I was retained by the Committee who represented the Tenants, I gave the main opinion in writing in which I held,
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